The conventional data-based routing protocols are usually vulnerable to a large number of energy voids or hotspots in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). In order to address this problem, we propose Mobile Intelligent Fog Computing: An Energy-efficient Cross-layer-sensing Clustering Method (ECCM). The first, according to the cross-layer projection principle, the proposed algorithm employs the sensingevent-driven mechanism to project the fog nodes onto the sensing layer, and constructs a powerful virtual control node. Then the control procedure of the cluster-based routing protocol in sensor networks is uploaded to the fog layer and the fog computation is employed to achieve the distributed clustering of the event-field nodes. The second, the optimized data aggregation routing is constructed, which centers the projectile fog nodes. The data in the bottom-layer routing of the sensor network is thus replaced, and the network load is balanced and reduced. The third, in the optimization of the routing protocol, we introduce the Particles Swarm Optimization, (PSO) algorithm and elect a group of optimal nodes as the cluster heads, without the cost of any competition overhead, the energy overhead of the network can be effectively reduced and balanced, which curbs the rapid exhaustion of the node energy and prolongs the network lifetime. Finally, it is shown by the simulation results that the construction and the maintenance of the routing structure are small, which could optimize the data aggregation efficiency and improve the network performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
The routing protocol in sensor networks is in charge of finding the route from the source nodes to the sink nodes for the grouped data [1] - [5] . There are two major functions for the energy-saving control. The first one is finding the optimal route from the source node to the sink node, and forwarding the data along the optimal route. The second one is that the The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Jun Wu . energy problem is directly related to the network lifetime of the sensor network [6] - [8] . For a robust sensor network, higher energy efficiency could guarantee a longer network lifetime. In the forwarding procedure of the data, the node energy is consumed in the receiving and forwarding of the data. Therefore, the energy problem is a key to the study of sensor networks [9] - [12] .
The conventional routing protocols are mainly based on the bottom sensing layer. The shortcoming of these conventional protocols is the lack of control nodes in the network, VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ which fails to manage and optimize the communication resources [13] - [16] . On the other hand, the self-organized coordinated algorithms are too complicated for implementation. In the data transmission procedure, the communication is often accomplished at the cost of node energy. Since a large number of hops are required for the transmission, the reflection to the dynamic network variation is often slow [17] - [20] . However, due to the small volume of the sensor nodes, the battery life is limited and re-charging is infeasible [21] - [23] . The communication, computation, and storage abilities of the sensor nodes are all constrained. Therefore, it takes a longer execution time, with higher error probability, and weaker data aggregation performance [24] , [25] . Based on the fog-computation theory, we propose Mobile Intelligent Fog Computing: An Energy-efficient Cross-layersensing Cluster Routing Method (ECCM). Based on the cross-layer projection principle, the proposed algorithm employs the sensing-event-driven mechanism to project the fog nodes onto the sensing layer, and constructs a powerful virtual control node. Then the control procedure of the cluster-based routing protocol in sensor networks is uploaded to the fog layer, and the fog computation is employed to achieve the distributed clustering of the event-field nodes. In the optimization of the routing protocol, we introduce the Particles Swarm Optimization, (PSO) algorithm and elect a group of optimal nodes as the cluster heads, without the cost of any competition overhead. Therefore, the energy overhead of the network can be effectively reduced and balanced, which curbs the rapid exhaustion of the node energy and prolongs the network lifetime.
The contributions of this work mainly come from the following four aspects.
(1) We firstly carefully analyzed related works. To address the deficiency of the data transmission in routing algorithms, we proposed our network model in this work. Based on this model, we proposed the fog-layer clustered routing structure, and set the reference threshold at the border. Finally, we presented the energy consumption model for the communication nodes in the cross-layer clustered network.
(2) In order to more efficiently curb the node energy consumption, we introduced the Particles Swarm Optimization (PSO). The Fog Nodes (FNs) calculate the average node energy. The nodes with energy no smaller than the average energy become the candidate for cluster heads. Then, the cluster heads are chosen from these candidates. Let each particle represent one possible way of clustering, and we evaluate the performance with the target function. Finally we find the optimal solution which minimizes the target function.
(3) Based on these two aspects stated above, we present the selection range of candidate nodes, which can be effectively reduced. Finally, it is guaranteed that the chosen cluster head has larger energy, and therefore more capable to serve as the cluster head. In the meantime, we presented the optimal clustered routing from the bottom layer to the fog layer of the sensor network. The calculation methods for the optimal number of clusters and the distance of single hop d 1-hop = d opt + d are also derived.
(4) In order to better verify the algorithm in this work, we compare the node state distribution, node remaining energy, as well as the network lifetime under different parameters and different time instants. Finally, the validity and stability of this proposed algorithm are verified.
II. RELATED WORKS
The network clustering includes the cluster formation and the cluster head election procedures. The key is to dynamically and efficiently elect a group of optimal nodes as the cluster heads, with the least required node energy consumption and better network energy balance. However, this is a NP-hard problem. As an alternative, the intelligent swarm random selection-based evolved algorithm could be employed for this problem. The PSO algorithm could avoid early trapping in local optimal point and find the global optima.
A. NON-UNIFORM CLUSTERING ROUTING ALGORITHM
A non-uniform clustering routing algorithm was proposed in paper [26] based on balancing the cluster energy consumption. The basic idea is to divide the sensor network into several clusters, where more clusters are located near the aggregation node with fewer members per cluster, while fewer clusters are located far away from the aggregation node but with more members per cluster. In this way, the intracluster communication overhead can be reduced for the cluster head, which is in charge of the forwarding task of the data. Therefore, the energy consumption can be reduced effectively. A clustering based data aggregation transmission protocol was proposed in paper [27] . In this protocol, the energy-saving clustering scheme and the data-prediction transmission mechanism are employed to effectively curb the rapid exhaustion of the node energy, and therefore prolong the network lifetime. The intra-cluster transmission switching mechanism was employed in paper [28] to derive the state switching procedure for the nodes at different time and different states. According to the different state properties of the sensor nodes, the choice of the data transmission path is optimized. In this way, the data is transmitted from the source node to the sink node. A reasonable error tree was established in paper [29] , where the one-dimension Haar wavelet is employed to eliminate the time correlation in single-property data stream, and further realize the infinite norm-based errorlimited data compression. In addition, according to the correlation matrix, several data streams are selected to from the multi-property data stream as the base signal. Finally, the data compression is accomplished by the linear regression. A Distributed and Morphological Operation-based Data Collection Algorithm (DMOA) was proposed in paper [30] , where the clustering network model is employed to calculate the neighbors' location information for each node. In the meantime, a monitoring area is generated centering one neighbor node, while the remaining energy of the neighbors is calculated and stored in a list according to the order of the weights. At the initialization time of the next period, the node with higher remaining energy is extracted from the list as the cluster head, until the energy of all the remaining nodes is lower than the threshold. It was proposed in paper [31] that at the data aggregation period, the cluster head is centered by all the cluster members according to the broadcast information. After the formation of the cluster, the data within the current cluster begins to be aggregated. In the data transmission period, according to the temporal correlation of the data, with the guaranteed data transmission reliability, the cluster head employs the prediction-transmission mechanism to transmit the data to the sink node, which could effectively reduce the transmission delay. An energy-sensing based clustering strategy was proposed in paper [32] . In this strategy, the probabilistic model is employed to optimize the formation of the cluster, which could simultaneously minimize the intracluster distance and optimize the network energy. The rounding mechanism is employed by this strategy. Two phases are included in each round, i.e., the cluster formation and the stable phase. The centralized control is adopted in the cluster formation phase and accomplished at the sink node. Then the clustering information is broadcast to each node. The single-hop method is employed within and across the cluster.
B. ENERGY-BALANCING ROUTING PROTOCOL
WSNs have a hierarchical architecture and topology. The nodes in the network usually remain static. In the process of collecting data, the data is required to have certain real-time performance. The data transmission mode, routing mechanism and networking mode used by the WSNs are different for different application scenarios, and there are also large differences in real-time and reliability requirements. Therefore, many scholars have conducted in-depth research on energy efficient routing mechanisms.
A Trust-Based Secure Routing (TBSR) algorithm was proposed in paper [33] . The basic idea is to employ the probabilistic model to record the dynamic switching relationship of the next-hop node in the routing list. When an arbitrary node is under attack or suffers from transmission error, the network adopts the back-tracing method to locate and correct the rival node to guarantee the security. With a higher marking probability in the list, the data packet is more likely to be transmitted on the routing path. A Mobile Data Collectors (MDCs) algorithm was proposed in paper [34] based on the energybalancing principle. Firstly, this algorithm performs the periodical calculation from the mobile sink. The collected data is transmitted data is transmitted to the BS, while the nodes in the transmission process is recorded. These nodes are employed to form the network topology. Then, the Warshall-Floyd algorithm is employed to construct a complete graph. According to the heuristic tourism scheduling algorithm, the routing optimization is accomplished. The data collection task for one or more target mobile entity can be accomplished by the algorithm proposed in paper [35] . If a single mobile entity is considered, a straight-line path is set in the middle of the network for the movement track. However, if multiple targets are considered, uniformly distributed paths are set in the network. An energy-efficient data collection protocol free of GPS or landmark was proposed in paper [36] for the mobile sink node. In this protocol, the trail reference is employed to construct the logic coordinate space. Then according to the destination reference, the node selects the nearest neighbor of the sink node as the next hop. Therefore, the greedy forwarding is accomplished. Multi-level cluster is formed in the network in paper [37] . The cluster head with the highest level becomes the routing agent, which takes charge of maintaining the location and path information of the sink node. Then the mobile sink registers at the routing agent within the cluster, while the register information is broadcasted among the routing agents to form the routing structure. In paper [38] , a vertical data buffer with a certain width is constructed in the network center. After detecting the arrival of the enquiry message on a certain node in this area, the mobile sink node search for the data of interest upwards and downwards. Then the related data is transmitted to the sink node along the shortest path. In paper [39] , a mobile sink node moves along a straight line, where the velocity is adjusted according to the buffered data of the nodes along the path. In this way, the data can be received by the mobile sink node in a single-hop method. An energy-balancing distributed routing algorithm was proposed in paper [40] , where the distributed clustering of the nodes in the event fields and the establishment of the network hop tree can be accomplished with a tolerable overhead. In paper [41] , the optimal location is calculated according to the event information, which could effectively reduce the transmission distance and balance the network load. In addition, the optimal movement path is scheduled for the mobile sink node to improve the movement efficiency, and the intra-cluster data is aggregated to reduce the transmission of redundant data. Therefore, the network routing structure is maintained in a simple and effective method, and the data transmission reliability is guaranteed.
The routing algorithms mentioned above could all guarantee the effective transmission of the data. However, there are drawbacks such as the high complexity, over-simplified model, and the lack of energy efficiency. Based on the analysis above, we focus on the energy issue. In the proposed algorithm, the data collected in the sensor network is uploaded to the fog layer by the virtual nodes, which are projected by the fog nodes onto the sensing layer. In addition, the powerful fog nodes are considered to execute the computations for the routing in the bottom layer. In this way, the network energy is saved and the network lifetime is prolonged.
III. NETWORK MODEL A. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS AND DEFINITIONS
We assume that 800 sensor nodes are randomly deployed within the range of 500 × 500m 2 , and the overall length of data is 1000 bit, the header of the data packet is composed of 50bits, the cluster number is controlled between 2% and 5% of the overall sensor nodes. For a better investigation on the ECCM algorithm, we adopt the following assumptions:
(1) Each node is equipped with a unique ID, and the nodes are uniformly and randomly deployed within the monitoring area [42] .
(2) All the sensor nodes are static, while the sink node is capable of moving and free of energy constraints.
(3) At the initialization period, all the sensor nodes are equipped with the same amount of energy and priority.
(4) The communication power of all the nodes can be controlled. Therefore, the transmission power can be controlled according to the transmission distance.
(5) The nodes are capable of sensing, computation, and data aggregation.
Definition 1 (Energy Efficiency): For the cross-layer clustering, the energy efficiency e is defined as the amount of work accomplished within a specific time duration t. That is, for unit energy consumption at time instant t, the amount of accomplished task is:
where n( t) is the amount of task accomplished within t, and N is the number of nodes within the cluster, E i (t) indicates the energy of node i at time instant t. Definition 2 (Energy Balance): During time t, the energy balance for the entire cross-layer cluster can be measured by the energy expectation function M E ( t) and the energy variance function D E ( t). Larger M E ( t) and smaller D E ( t) indicates better energy balance for the cross-layer cluster during t.
The energy expectation function is defined as:
The energy variance function is defined as:
Definition 3 (Network Lifetime): the network lifetime is defined as the time duration from the network initialization to the failure time of the network, i.e., the time duration from the node deployment to the death of all the nodes.
Definition 4 (Data Aggregation Delay): The data aggregation delay is defined as the sum of the time required for data aggregation, cross-layer transmission, and the data forwarding time required for cross-layer routing.
B. ESTABLISHMENT OF NETWORK MODEL
In the cluster-based routing protocols, the network is divided into many clusters, were one cluster functions as one small sub-network. Each cluster includes one cluster head (CH) and several cluster members (CM). The CMs usually employ the direct transmission to transmit data to the CH. However, if the scale of the cluster is large enough, the CMs can also perform data transmission in a multi-hop manner [43] - [46] . The CH communicates with the sink node in a multi-hop or single-hop manner. In addition, the CH also serves as a gateway node and takes charge of the management and control of the CMs, collection of the sensing data, aggregation and forwarding to the sink node.
When the amount of collected data of the nodes in the bottom layer is large, we employ the fog layer to accomplish the cluster-based routing protocol. This structure of this routing protocol is shown in Fig. 1 .
The fog-layer based clustering routing structure is shown in Fig.1 . Aided by the fog-layer nodes, the nodes are projected into the sensor network as the CHs. Then the CHs accomplish the choice of the routing protocol. The fog-layer based clustering is a novel clustering structure. The basic idea is to reach the fog layer according to the amount of data that needs to be collected. Then the fog nodes are in charge of aggregation and computation. Based on the clustering of the sensor network in the bottom layer, the bottom-to-top principle is employed to accomplish further clustering. The fog nodes in the fog layer are projected onto the bottom layer of the sensor network and function as the virtual nodes.
With the CHs in the bottom layer as the center, the data collected by all the nodes are transmitted to the CH. Then, the data is uploaded onto the fog layer via the virtual nodes. In this way, the fog-layer based clustering routing structure is constructed.
The transmission energy consumption model is in the network. Under the ideal cases, when data is transmitted at the rate of k/bits, the energy consumption is composed of two parts, i.e., the energy consumption for data transmission at k/bits and the energy consumption of the power amplification circuit. According to the transmission distance, the energy consumption for data transmission is:
The energy consumption for data reception is:
The distance threshold from the boundary d 0 is expressed as:
where E Tx (k, d) is the energy consumption when the data is transmitted from distance dm at rate k/bits, E elec is the energy consumption for transmitting or receiving one unit of data, ε fs and ε mp represents the energy consumption of transmitting or receiving one data unit by one distance unit in the free space and the multi-path fading model, d 0 is the distance threshold from the boundary, i.e., if the transmission distance d ≤ d 0 ,we choose ε fs . Otherwise, we choose ε mp .
In the sensor network, the node energy is mainly used for communication and command execution. The communication for cross-layer cluster-based networks is mainly divided into three categories, i.e., intra-cluster communication, cross-layer report, and cross-layer data forwarding. The intra-cluster communication is mainly in charge of the data transmission between the CMs and the CH within one cluster. The cross-layer report can adopt the direct or indirect transmission to upload the aggregated data from the CHs to the fog layer. The cross-layer data forwarding is mainly in charge of forwarding the data between the nodes far away from the CH to the nodes closer to the aggregation node. The relationship among the three types of communications is:
where E Tot indicates the total communication energy consumption for the node, E in is the energy consumption required for the intra-cluster communication, E Rep_lay indicates energy consumption by cross-layer report, and E For_lay is the energy consumption for the cross-layer data forwarding. When the data collection is performed on the sensing layer, E Rep_lay = 0, E For_lay = 0. When the amount of intracluster communication is large or the communication distance is long, the energy E Tot is high, which means that the network energy consumption is high.
IV. PROBLEM ANALYSIS AND SOLUTION A. INTRODUCTION TO PSO ALGORITHM
Similar to other evolution algorithms, the Particles Swarm Optimization (PSO) is based on the swarm and optimization. Via the competition and cooperation among different individuals, the optimal solution is searched in the complex space. However, different from other evolution algorithms, individuals do not conduct crossing, mutation or choices in the PSO algorithm.
Assuming that in a target searching space with dimension D, the size of the swarm is m, and each particle i(1 ≤ i ≤ m) of the swarm has the following property. In the t-th iteration, the location is the D-dimension space
, the experienced optimal location is recorded as P i = (p i1 , p i2 , . . . p id ). In the entire swarm, the optimal locations experienced by all the particles are recorded as P g = (p g1 , p g2 , . . . , p gd ). In the t-th iteration, the particle updates its speed and location by the following equations:
where w is the weight of the inertia, c 1 and c 2 are the acceleration factors, r 1 and r 2 are random numbers distributed in [0,1]. During the update, the location and speed of the particle in each dimension is restricted within the allowable range. The location variation in the d-th dimension is within the range [-x dmax , x dmax ], while the range for the speed variation [-v dmax , v dmax ], in case that the location and speed in each iteration exceeds the allowable range. The value of v dmax is in the range [0.1, 0.3]. If v dmax is too large, the movement track of the particle may lose its regularity, or even exceeds the area of the optimal solution. However, if v dmax is too small, the global searching capability of the particle may be undermined, and the algorithm may get stuck in the local optima.
B. CLUSTER ESTABLISHMENT
The bottom layer employs the PSO algorithm to accomplish the clustering of the network. Firstly, based on the energy information of all the nodes, the fog nodes calculate the average energy of the nodes [47] - [50] . The nodes with energy above the average are chosen as the candidate nodes, while the cluster head is elected from all the candidate nodes. The candidate nodes could effectively reduce the range of election and guarantee that the node with more energy is chosen to serve as the cluster head. Assume that N nodes are included in the network, while there are K pre-allocated clusters. The number of candidate nodes is M , and M > K . Then there are C K M possible ways of clustering. The choice of the best clustering is an optimization problem. The PSO algorithm can be employed to solve this problem, where one particle represents one possible way of clustering. The target function is employed to evaluate the performance. Assume that m particles form a swarm and further search for the optimal solution in all C K M possible ways. The search for the optimal solution is equivalent to minimizing the target function, which is defined as follows:
where f 1 is compactness evaluation factor of the clustering, which is equal to the maximal average Euclidean distance from the nodes to the virtual nodes projected onto the bottom layer of the sensor network. d(n i ,CH (p,k) ) is the Euclidean distance from node n i to the Map Fog Node (MFN), |C(p, k)| is the number of nodes in cluster C k of particle p. f 2 is the energy evaluation factor for the cluster head, which is equal VOLUME 7, 2019 to the ratio of the cluster head energy to the sum of the energy from all the nodes n i , i = 1, 2, . . . N in the network. β is the weight for different evaluation factors. Theorem 1: In a rectangle area with sizeL 2 , to accomplish the clustering-based routing from the bottom layer of the sensor network to the fog layer, the optimal number of clusters is:
where da cr is the data compression rate, d 4 FN is the distance from the cluster head to the fog node, d 4 MFN is the distance from the cluster head to the MFN, while N is the number of the sensor nodes.
Proof: In order to find the optimal cluster number of the network, we calculate the energy consumed in each round of the network. The PSO algorithm and the determination of the MFN can be accomplished on the fog layer. Therefore, no node energy is consumed for this part. The MFN determines the optimal choice of cluster heads and the size of each cluster. Assuming the length of the control message is k, the node number in the network is N . Then the energy consumption for the network is:
In the steady period of the network, K cluster heads receive the k-bit data packets transmitted from their own cluster members. Then the received data is combined with the data from the cluster head, and further transmitted to the map nodes. The energy consumption for data aggregation is E D . Then in this period, the energy consumed by all the cluster heads is:
For each cluster member, the energy consumption for transmitting a k-bit data packet is:
where CN i represent the number of nodes in the i-th cluster. Since most clusters are small-sized, the distance from the cluster members to the cluster heads is usually smaller than d 0 , and then the two-dimension area covered by each cluster is:
The number of cluster members is N /K in each cluster. Normally, this is an area with arbitrary shape where nodes are deployed with density ρ(x, y). Assume that the cluster head is located in the center of the cluster. Therefore:
For computation convenience, we approximate the cluster area as a round area with radius:
Assuming that nodes are uniformly distributed in the cluster, then:
By substituting (19) into (17), we have:
Then the energy consumed by all the cluster members in the i-th cluster is:
Then the overall energy consumed by K clusters is:
The energy consumption by transmitting data packets to the MFN with size of k×K ×da cr bits is calculated as follows:
Therefore in each round, the overall network energy consumption is:
By substituting (13) , (14) , (21) , (23) into (24), we derive the derivative on both sides:
Since the energy consumption by data compression and data aggregation is relatively small for the sensor nodes,da cr ×E elec +E D can be approximated as 0. Therefore, (25) is simplified as:
Then the value of K is calculated as:
The proof is completed.
C. CLUSTER FORMATION
The ECCM algorithm adopts the single-hop communication within the cluster, but multi-hop communication for the crosslayer transmission. Each cluster head needs to choose one of its neighbors as the relay. The relay then forwards the data to the MFN. The relays in the ECCM algorithm could perform data aggregation on the received data. Distributed strategy is employed for the establishment of the cross-layer multi-hop routing, while the design target is to find an optimized path to reduce the energy consumption for cross-layer transmission and avoid the hotspot problem. Firstly, the cluster head s i (i = 1, 2, 3 . . . K ) broadcasts a message, while the broadcasting power is chosen so that the coverage area is δ times the size of the election range for the cluster head s i . This message contains the ID and the remaining energy of the cluster head, as well as the number of cluster members and the distance to the MFN. Upon the reception of this message, if the neighboring cluster head is closer to the MFN, then cluster head s i calculates the distance from itself to neighboring cluster s j (j = 1, 2, 3 . . . MS), where MS is the number of neighboring cluster heads of s i . Then a list of neighbor cluster heads is established.
The cluster heads employ the PSO algorithm to those the relay RN i among the set of neighbor cluster heads. The relay RN i therefore has the smallest cost function among all the candidates. The cost function is defined as follows:
where E ne (s i ) represent the average remaining energy for the neighbor cluster heads of s i , E cu (s j ) is the average remaining energy for cluster head s j , N CH (s j ) is the number of cluster members for cluster head s j , N CH (s i ) represents the average number of cluster members for the neighbor cluster heads of s i , d | si-sj | is the distance from cluster head s i to cluster head s j , d|s j -s FN | represents the distance from the cluster head to the fog node. α 1 , α 2 , α 3 are weighting coefficients and
If the relay for cluster head s i is itself, then the data packet is directly transmitted to the MFN. Otherwise, the cluster head s i transmits the data to the relay RN i . In the cross-layer clustering structure, the MFN accomplishes one task, i.e., it receives the data from the cluster members and the cluster heads from lower level. Then the cluster head performs the data aggregation, and further transmits the aggregated data to the sink node or the fog node on the higher level. If there are too many members for the MFN, this MFN may suffer from energy exhaustion in one task. Therefore this task may fail, and the network transmission may be terminated. However, if there are few members in the cluster, the MFN is mainly in charge of forwarding the data from other cluster heads. Therefore, when the network fails, this MFN still has a lot of remaining energy, which leads to the deteriorated energy efficiency. Therefore, the reasonable cluster size is of vital importance to the network performance.
Assuming that n nodes are uniformly distributed among the cluster members and the fog nodes, the one-hop distance between neighboring nodes is d 1-hop , and then the linear representation of the nodes is illustrated as follows Theorem 2: When the energy decay coefficient is 2, the energy consumption increment with single-hop distance d 1-hop = d opt + d is smaller than that with single-hop distance d 1-hop = d optd, where d opt is the optimal singlehop distance for the lowest target.
Proof: Take Fig.2 as an example. Assume that the cluster number for the linear nodes is equal to 1, and the amount of transmitted data is k bits. According to equation (7):
where d total is the overall distance from the cluster members to the fog node, and the lower bound of d total divided by d 1-hop represents the weighting parameter for the distance. Derive derivative on both sides of (30), we have:
According to (31) , when d1-hop increases from 0 to d total , the energy consumption first reduces and then increases. When d 1-hop = d opt the overall energy consumption is the smallest. Therefore, we perform second-order derivative on (31) and obtain:
Then we substitute d 1-hop = d opt + d and d 1-hop = d optd into equation (33):
That is:
The proof is completed. while no optimal do 8:
{According to theorem 1 9:
Computer the range for the optimal value of K 10:
Update the speed and location using Eq (8) and Eq(9)} 11: end while 12:
If d opt > 0 then 13:
return d opt 14:
end If } 15: end for
D. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION AND COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
The key ideology behind the proposed ECCM algorithm is to comprehensively consider the node degree between the sensor network layer and the fog layer as well as the distance from the center of the mapping area. The cluster head is switched in each round to balance the energy consumption caused by the cluster head, and solve the hotspot problem in network clustering. The detailed steps of the algorithm are explained as follows:
Step1: Initialize Q particles, each of which contains K candidate nodes for cluster heads. Each candidate node represents one possible way of clustering.
Step2: Compute the fitness value for each particle p. 1) According to the distance d(n i ,CH) from each node n i (i = 1, 2, . . . N ) to all the cluster heads, assign node n i to the nearest cluster head, i.e., d (n i , CH) = min ∀k=1,2,···K {d (n i , CH)} 2) Employ equations (10)-(12), (28), (29) , compute the fitness value for the particles and store the values in the list.
Step3: According to Theorem 1, compute the range for the optimal value of K . Determine the optimal solutions for each individual particle and the entire swarm.
Step4: Update the speed and location of the particles according to (8) and (9) .
Step5: Adjust the location of the particles according to the location of the nearest cluster head.
Step6: Iterate from step 2 to step 5, until Theorem 2 holds. Assuming that N = T × M nodes are chosen as the candidate nodes for the election, a total of T × M messages will be broadcasted. After that the elected cluster head will broadcast one message. Upon the reception of this message, the neighboring nodes will quit the election. Assuming K cluster heads are elected, and then they will broadcast K transmitting messages and K reception messages. On the other hand, M -K cluster members will broadcast M -K clustering messages. Therefore, the overall network communication overhead in this period is:
For an event domain node whose cluster head value is 1, the algorithm needs to make a judgment for each event packet received by the event domain node to determine the cluster head and its next hop. Then, the complexity of the proposed ECCM algorithm is O (N ).
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, we adopt the MATLAB7.0 simulation platform. In addition, the performances of algorithms in paper [31] , [35] , and [36] are also compared in terms of the number of surviving node, remaining energy, and network lifetime. We assume that 800 sensor nodes are randomly deployed within the range of 500 × 500m 2 , and the overall length of data is 1000 bit, the header of the data packet is composed of 50bits, the cluster number is controlled between 2% and 5% of the overall sensor nodes, i.e., K ∈ [16] , [40] , the sensing radius of the nodes is R = 10m. The configurations for the PSO algorithm are explained as follows. The number of swarms is Q = 20, c 1 = 2, c 2 = 3, the inertia weighting parameter is w ∈ The distribution of the network nodes with different time instant is illustrated from Fig. 3 to Fig. 7 . We adopt the following parameters w= 0.6, α 1 = 0.1, α 2 = 0.3, α 3 = 0.6. It is shown from the figures above that with increasing t, part of the nodes are dead. When t = 500s, the number of dead nodes is 8, while this number of dead nodes increases to 47, 66, 73 with t = 1000s, 1500s and 2000s, respectively. It is further shown that when t = 1500s and 2000s, the number of dead nodes are stabilized, while the node survival rate is 91.75% and 90.88%, respectively. The main reason behind this observation is that the proposed ECCM algorithm employs the PSO algorithm and the fog computation to curb the rapid energy exhaustion of the nodes. The ECCM algorithm could effectively balance the transmission energy consumption for the nodes in the clusters near the MFN and the ones far away from the MFN. The dead nodes in the ECCM algorithm are uniformly distributed over the entire network. Therefore the energy void can be effectively avoided.
The comparisons on the remaining energy are provided among four different algorithms from Fig. 8 to Fig. 11 with different sets of parameters. It is shown in these figures that as the time t increases, the remaining energy diminishes for the four algorithms. However, the proposed ECCM algorithm exhibits the slowest energy consumption. The energy consumption rate is higher for the proposed algorithm in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 , but the performance is still better than those of the other three algorithms. The main reason behind this observation is that the other three algorithms mainly adopt the single-hop method to transmit the data to the sink node in a consecutive manner. When the sink node is far away from the network, this method could lead to higher transmission energy consumption for cluster heads at different locations. Then, the node energy is rapidly exhausted, which finally leads to the imbalance of the network energy. The regions far away from the sink node become the energyconsumption hotspot, and further turn into the energy void. By comparison, the proposed ECCM algorithm employs the MFNs to accomplish the inter-cluster data transmission along the multi-hop routing. The configuration of related parameters could effectively curb the rapid energy consumption of the node energy. When the MFN is far away from the network, we could adjust the weighting parameters to improve the ergodic searching speed. Therefore, the data transmission speed can be effectively improved. According to the fitness function and the cost function, the global searching effect over the entire network is improved for the PSO algorithm. Then, the rapid and energy-efficient data transmission can be accomplished.
The comparisons for four algorithms are provided on the network lifetime performance from Fig. 12 to Fig. 15 . In Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 , the nodes are deployed with a low density from 100 to 400. It is shown that as the number of sensor nodes increases, the network lifetime performances for the four algorithms are significantly improved. In addition, the proposed ECCM outperforms the other three algorithms. When the nodes are deployed with a high density, ranging from 450 to 800, the results are illustrated in Fig. 14 and  Fig. 15 . It is shown that when the number of sensor nodes is equal to 500, the performance of the proposed algorithm tends to be stabilized. Again, the performances of the other three algorithms are poorer than the proposed one. The main reason behind this observation is that the MFN is employed to accomplish the data aggregation and transmission, which could alleviate the heavy burden of the cluster heads. Then the rapid energy exhaustion is curbed effectively. In the meantime, during the aggregation and transmission of the data, the MFN serves as the control node to perform coordination and allocation for the cluster members. In this way, the intracluster energy overhead is saved to prolong the network lifetime.
VI. CONCLUSION
A novel ECCM algorithm was proposed based on fog computation. In this algorithm, the linear data transmission was combined with the fog nodes to accomplish the choice of the sensing routing for the cross-layer data transmission. The distance between sensor nodes and the MFN was also considered for the introduction of the target function in the PSO algorithm. The ECCM algorithm could guarantee that the cluster heads closer to the MFN possess a higher density than those far away from the MFN. Then several heterogeneous clusters are established with unequal sizes. Since the clusters closer to the MFN possess a smaller scale, the energy consumption for intra-cluster communication is lower. The energy saved can then be adopted to accomplish the inter-cluster data forwarding. In this way, the cluster heads at different locations of the network can enjoy balanced energy consumption. The inter-cluster multi-hop routing of the ECCM algorithm is determined according to the remaining node energy and the distance from the nodes to the MFNs. It is shown by the simulation results that the proposed ECCM algorithm could outperform the other three in terms of the node survival rate, the remaining energy and the network lifetime. Therefore, the effectiveness and the stability of the proposed ECCM algorithm are proved. His major research interests include game theory and incentive mechanism with applications to sensor networks, and mobile computing.
